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Hey, watch
out! There could be
viruses on these
floppies!

Today's episode:

Virus

Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!
Computer viruses that
can infect people! HA,
HA, HA! You are too
much!

It's
nothing to
laugh at!

Bruhaha!
You moron!
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Black
Humour
from
In Front
of the
Computer
the Pannonia Valley

Y

P

ou are presented here with a strange title. It refers to this, so–
eople from
fertilestrip’,
Pannonia
are considered
to be one
peaceful
and
called,
‘gagthe
comic
butValley
a totally
extraordinary
because
pleasant,
difcult situations.
However,
in the days of Yu-the
of the
way even
the lenient
writerindevelops
the story.
Conventionally,
goslavia’s
disintegration
in
the
nineties
of
the
last
century,
ination,
possible storyline of these types of comic strips arehuge
‘limited’
to a
poverty
overwhelming
physicalexamples
and psychological
comic
singleand
page
(other famous
includesuffering,
Hägar some
the Horrible,
artists
from Pannonia
intensively
looking for personal
solutionsany
for that
Peanuts,
Garfield,were
Titeuf
and Mafalda).
If we observe
of difthe
comic
cult situation.
Comic
publishing
practically
didn’t
exist,
foreign
publishers
were
strips singularly, we can tell that the limited space does
outside
of reach
authors had
to turn
camaraderie,
short stories
to
not allow
for and
a dynamic
plot,
thustothe
scenariomaking
is usually
centred
be
published
in hand printed
fanzines
trying
It is notoff
around
humours
dialogue
and and
ends
withto aphysically
remarksurvive.
that rounds
surprising
that
in
this
critical
situation,
a
generation
of
“underground”
authors
was
relatively static situations (it is also not rare to find comic strips with
developed
different,
autonomous
and above
all talented.
no text). –While
Hägar
the Horrible
‘travels’
across the world, and
Peanuts’
happen himself
inside from
the reality
homethrough
and out,
we learn
For
exampleadventures
Wostok was distancing
a fairytale-esque
about
the
lives
and
personalities
of
the
main
characters
in this
stories, social parodies and anecdotes about the world’s famous comic heroes.
‘gag comic
strip’
exclusively
during
theirwhich
timewere
spent
front of
their
Zograf
was mainly
researching
his own
dreams
hisin
reaction
to the
computer.
This
was
a
very
brave
choice
for
the
author,
because
outside world, or keeping a diary of events. Milovic poetically treated stories from
with this he limited himself even more than the physical limitation
literature, while Straka stayed in his metaphysical stories or satires.
already constraining him by using the comic strip form.
Mladen Oljaca, in those days, was making stories with black humour, which
are collected in this book. Nobody was left spared, and the author himself was
exposed to inappropriate life situations. He is that ‘bad boy’, whose sharp pen
(and brush) fell on prophets, bureaucrats, ecologists, politicians and even on
ourselves, with our shortcomings, ability to wrongly fall in love, to be slaves to
television or words of the professional politicians, unable to escape from the ring
of conformism around us, which was stopping us from developing into thoughtful
human beings. However, ‘bad boys’ are also the characters in these stories –
Superman is a junkie, Red Riding Hood is a gang leader with the three little pigs,
Tarzan is old and mentally unhinged, the golden sh is not fullling wishes but is
poisonous, and the Untouchables in Chicago kill Father Christmas by mistake.

This family adores their computer!
This comic strip is the work of Slovenian author Dusan Kastelic,
noted illustrator and graphic designer. For every episode there
was a page reserved, in a 3x3 frame format, and Kastelic filled
them in the latter-half of the 1990s. However much plot can be not
dynamic in some comic strips, it’s almost hard to believe when you
meet the members of the Snappy Family (the title clearly being a
play on the cliché phrase ‘happy family’). Kastelic created Snappy
Family for a computer magazine called ‘PC and Media’ and the
comic strip was collated and published in 1999 in album form. It
all begins with the moment when a PC 486 becomes the newest
Superman
drug
effects the centre of all the action in
‘member’has
ofproblems
a family,with
and
becomes
•I•

the house, even taking the dog’s role as family…. ‘pet’. Father and
son begin a battle over who should get to use the computer, and
what should be on it; the father is authoritarian over the son, but
Mladen OljaĀa
the mother,
the powerful matriarch, always has the final word.

Bad Boy
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What to do when your computer gets ‘bugs’?
The author parodies situations that could be seen everyday, for
years, in many homes, because most homes have at least one
computer; and if it is ‘just’ one, war can break out. At the time the
comic strip was written, it must be taken into consideration, the
price of a PC was far more than it is today, and its capabilities were
in the realm of science fiction.
Reading Snappy Family, imbued with irreverent humour, you’re
reminded of the first time you heard the term ‘bug’, when you found
out your computer could have some sort of virus, which is a phrase
the author has taken very literally. You’ll recall the huge telephone
bills due to hours spent on the dial-up Internet connection… how
shocked your friends and neighbours were when you explained
that on the Internet you could find everyone and everything…. Or
when you thought Judgement Day might come in the year 2000….
You’ll remember how, over time, people began referring to their
computers as living being, or how, while on the computer, it is so
easy to not pay attention to anything else around you, because
Kastelic evokes precisely these situations, but not just that…
The author, aside from everything else, explores the notion that
people, with the help of a computer and Internet, easy forget
everything else, and, even easier, fall into fantasy realms or virtual
realities. Such fantasy narratives Kastelic uses to breakdown, and
enrich, his comedic situations and deviate from standard comic
strip conventions. Kastelic plays with the 3x3 frames in new and
inventive ways that are very literally ‘out-of-the-box’ in a couple of
All rights reserved. Permission to reproduce material must be obtained from
the authors or the publisher.

episodes. Other than the central family of three, there are a number
Black
Humour
of colourful
characters,from
such as the anthropomorphic computer
itself; Pannonia
who thinks, perceives
and often ‘trips up’ its owners. The
the
Valley
repair man who, generally, does NOT fix the computer, the priest
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whoeople
doesfrom
an the
exorcism
of the Valley
computer,
the boy-genius
whoand
has
fertile Pannonia
are considered
to be peaceful
stared
at a screen
so long
a third
eye, but
the
best
is the
pleasant,
even lenient
in difhe
cultgrew
situations.
However,
in the
days
of Yuloveable
dog,
who
does
everything
he
can
to
avoid
being
told
off.
goslavia’s disintegration in the nineties of the last century, huge ination,

poverty and overwhelming physical and psychological suffering, some comic
All offrom
thisPannonia
the author
and artist
depict,
and often,
thefordrawing
artists
were intensively
looking
for personal
solutions
that diffor itself.
The drawing
is caricature-esque,
totally wacky
speaks
cult situation.
Comic publishing
practically
didn’t exist, foreign publishers
were
and
stylistically
reminiscent
of
the
pioneering
web
comics
and
outside of reach and authors had to turn to camaraderie, making short stories
to
caricatures,
and
that
should
not
be
surprising
given
that
this
comic
be published in hand printed fanzines and trying to physically survive. It is not
strip wasthat
created
over situation,
that same
time. So,of the
conclusion
is that,
surprising
in this critical
a generation
“underground”
authors
was
given
all
Kastelic
offers,
the
titular
restriction
on
this
comic
strip
developed – different, autonomous and above all talented.
was a challenge that he confronted more than successfully.
For example Wostok was distancing himself from reality through a fairytale-esque
stories, social parodies and anecdotes about the world’s famous comic heroes.
Marchto 2014
Zograf was mainly researching his own dreams which Beograd,
were his reaction
the
Andrija
Mihajlović,
comics
critic
outside world, or keeping a diary of events. Milovic poetically treated stories from
literature, while Straka stayed in his metaphysical stories or satires.
Mladen Oljaca, in those days, was making stories with black humour, which
are collected in this book. Nobody was left spared, and the author himself was
exposed to inappropriate life situations. He is that ‘bad boy’, whose sharp pen
(and brush) fell on prophets, bureaucrats, ecologists, politicians and even on
ourselves, with our shortcomings, ability to wrongly fall in love, to be slaves to
television or words of the professional politicians, unable to escape from the ring
of conformism around us, which was stopping us from developing into thoughtful
human beings. However, ‘bad boys’ are also the characters in these stories –
Superman is a junkie, Red Riding Hood is a gang leader with the three little pigs,
Tarzan is old and mentally unhinged, the golden sh is not fullling wishes but is
poisonous, and the Untouchables in Chicago kill Father Christmas by mistake.

Superman has problems with drug effects
•I•

Foreword from the original
1999 edition

Oljaca’s drawing style is mature and clearly dened. The panels are framed
precisely and lucidly, the pages are mainly minutely drawn and the black areas dominates the white. The line which goes along the edges of people and
things is much thicker than other lines in the panels, like by Uderzo (Asterix) or
Bednjanec (Kids). The line is elegant like by Mastantuono (Donald Duck, Magic
comic book that you hold in your hands was actually created
Windhe
) and Cavazzano (Altai and Johnson), but at the same time it is much more
quite spontaneously. When Dušan started to draw this comic
creased and sharp, like by Egon Schiele, an Austrian troubled painter at the
in the autumn of
1995 for the computer magazine “PC & Media”
beginning of the 20th century.
(which had just started and was a new, never before seen nontechnical concept of a computer magazine) he didn’t expect that
These short stories by Oljaca are halfway between grotesque’s mainstream
he would create almost 50 episodes! He expected that he would
works and alternative works. At rst glance, these are stories which are huhave to make five or six episodes tops, before the magazine would
morous and very pleasantly drawn, but after reading them we will not only be
come to a sad end. Or the readers or editors would get bored of
entertained. Deep satire and sarcasm which imperceptibly permeate through the
comics and he would be fired...
stories, as well as a total crackdown on physical and psychological characteristics of archetypes from history, comics, literature and contemporary men, brings
Because he didn’t expect that he would have to draw so many
much more complex experience to the readers. In the nal assessment, it can be
episodes, he decided that he would play a little “experiment in
said that these black humoured stories are a serious and authentic achievement,
style”. Each episode was eight frames long, and every frame was
where a battle with trivial reality resolves with resignation and a little humorous
drawn from the same point of view. He decided that his characters
revenge. The author is battling and avenging, at least to some extent, with his
would be ugly, obnoxious and extremely unlikable. So with all
black humour, to everything which has eaten his youth and prevented him from
those constraints and limitations he tried to came up with five or six
having full humanistic development.
good gags. But, unexpectedly, the magazine was a big success...
so he persisted for a year, two, three, four...
Oljaca is a peaceful and pleasant person from the Pannonia Valley, but in these
comics prevails his black humour and antagonism towards default reality, which
Just as the success of the magazine surprised the creator of
is part of his inner being, and which has been created, or at least heavily stimuthe comics, the success of comics surprised the creators of the
lated, by the widespread tribulation when one country was being disintegrated.
magazine! Not even Miha Mazzini, the first editor of the magazine
who came up with the idea to fill the last page of the magazine with
comics, expected that this comic page will be the winner of every
London/Belgrade, August 2013
poll of popularity among the readers.

T

Živojin
Tamburiü
Anyway, the crazy adventures of an ugly, dysfunctional
family
and
their computer found an avid readership. And, all of a sudden,
there were enough episodes to fill a whole comics album! So we
have no other choice than to publish the darn album. Enjoy!
Nikolaj Pečenko, editor of PC&Media magazine
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ij je pripravljena podobno kot kuharska
ica pride nazadnje. Le da smo pri reviji
si najprej zaèeli uživati sladico; prièeli
koncu, saj nas je tam èakal strip Dušana
kaj je lepšega kot tole, kar držite v
je kot strip album, v resnici pa je
mih sladic. Dober tek!"

Mladen
Dušan
Kastelic
OljaĀa

T ami PY
F ly
Dusan
Kastelic

Miha Mazzini

pizode na temo raèunalniškega medija, pod
lovom Mat & fotr & mulc & pes & PC, narišejo
h na obraz najbolj svojeglavega hišnega
osebnega raèunalnika. Zverine, ki jo Dušan
na vse do mikroèipastih obisti. Ob prebiranju
tripov boste ponovno vzljubili èudaški znaèaj
a in se njegovim muham od srca nasmejali."
Max Modic

The Snappy Family

Mladen OljaĀa

Bad Boy
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HURRAH!!!
Let me introduce you
to the new member
of our happy
little family!

As of today, the collective
IQ of this family
,
e
is increased by
t
Cu 't it?
at least
n
is
200%!

E !!
MMES!
I
G M
GA

Today's episode:

The Slappy Family
HANDS
OFF!!!

sw I I iSh
i

This PC is going to be
our family shrine! No
games, get it? It's for
strictly serious stuff,
business, education,
enlightenment
and
such!

What
was that
for?

Smacks build
character! Let's see
what this baby
is capable of…

Mmm ...
Something's
very wrong!!!
Am I being
duped?

Hey,
you forgot
to plug it in!

SMACK
!

ch

Ou

!?!

So you wanna be
smarter than the
hand that feeds
you, eh?

You brute!!! Stop bullying
your only flesh and blood!
Shoo!
The dishes
are getting
crusty!
Ouch!
h!
Go!
Now!
c
Ou

As for the
computer... I'll
throw it in the
garbage if I hear you
fighting over it
once more!

Yes!
Please do it!
Get me out
of here!

MAA
SSM

CK
SMA

uld ing
co ginniful
s
i
Th he beeaut p…
t
b hi
be of a nds
e
fri

..
iii.

A
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Damn kid!
I'll teach you to
play games!
Ouch...

Today's episode:

Smack !!!

You are wearing it out by
playing moronic games!
Computers don't grow on
trees, you know!

What about your
homework? Go to your
room - and don't you
come back!

What about your
work? Go to the
kitchen - and don't
you come back!

!
a!
Ai

Die,
Martian!

Shame on
you!

CK
SMA

©

Smack !!!
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Out of the blue, it
started to wheeze and
the screen filled with
really strange
ciphers...

See? And brand new at
that! As an intellectual,
I can't do without a
computer!

Hmm...
tsk-tsk...

Today's episode:

Euthanasia
You play
games?

GAMES!?!

Did you hear, you brat?
It's the GAMES!!! Scram!
I'll deal with you later!

... and take this
stupid mutt with
you!!!

Tsk-tsk...
bad...

Hush!...
Quiet!!!

CK
SMA

Smrc... Master, be
straight with me...
Is there any thing
you can do?

Euthanasia...
To put it out of
its misery...

Well...

©
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Euthanasia
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Dad! Dad!
I did it! My first
application
program!

Way to go,kiddo!!
I’m so proud! Splitting
father! No more
moronic games!
So- what
A screenis it?
saver... The

monitor, if
idle, shuts
itself
down...

Today's episode:

The Genius

A screen-saver?!?

Yuck!!! Any idiot can
make a screen-saver!
That's for kindergarden
hackers!
But
dad...

CK
SMA

The Genius

Stop idling
away! Go find
an outdoor hobby!
Move!!!
But
dad...

SMA
CK

clic

k

© D. Kastelic
Idea: M. Mazzini
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I MEAN NOW!!!
Show some
respect, boy! And
now get lost!

/

Yippee, kiddo! My
boss would like to see
our PC wonder, heh...
Do you mind?

Ouch! Not

Sure…
just . . .
lemme…

the head,
dad!

Today's episode:

Something Green...
A whack on a head
never harms a lad…
My old man used
to box my ears
- and look at
me now!

Please
meet our
new, learned
family
member
…

Do you hear the
whir?!? It's the
laborious bytes
working out the
solution…

Here
it comes!
Ta-da!

…overtime
Can't imagine life
for the comwithout it anymore
Kid needs it for his pany… Ruining
my health, but
schoolwork…
the work comes
I use it to
first, says I
work…
…

Oops!

?!?

Allow me to demonstrate…
First I define the idea…
A hyper-intellectual task…
I present the data to the PC…
It digest them and hey
presto! - spits out
a solution…

Evidently
a case of
indigestion
…

©
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Look, Reverend... There it
is... Strange ciphers flicker
across the screen, Windows
keep freezing, and yesterday
it threw some yuck all over
my boss... Like in
that movie...

Hmm...
Did you call
the repairman?

Of course! Several
times! I also tried
bioenergy, shiatsu,
acupuncture... Father,
you are my last
hope...

Pax
vobiscum
...

Today's episode:

The Exorcist I
Are there any
ungodly games
on the disk: like
"DOOM 2" or
"Heretic"...

Heretic!?!?

Sounds familiar...
It's my kid... You
don't think...
?!?!?

Anything is
possible... In many
guises doth temptation come...

Just a
moment,
father...
Cary on...

Pater noster, qui es in
coelis, sacrificantur nomen
tuum, adveniat regnuum
tuum, fiat voluntas tua,
sicut in coelis et in tera...
Amen!
OUCH!!!
But...why...
?!?

CK
SMA

Zellianelle Heotti Bonus
Vagotha Plisos Sother
Osech Unicus Beelzebub
Dax !!!!

In nominis
patri et filii
et spiritus
sancti...

Yes!

Blast!!!
... all of
One devil less
to waste... yeow evil spirits...

Shucks,
I missed !!!

even if I have to
sacrifice my
bonus
I'll
life !!!
erase...

WOW!!
Beelzebub
himself!
Njhm
...

Amen!

The Exorcist I

© D. Kastelic
Expert consulting from Black Magic: B. Gradišnik
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Today's episode:

The Bugs

Phew…
there’s so many
bugs in the new
Windows!

©
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The Bugs
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A date? Whoa!
No way! Today is
the day to plug in
the new printer
…

Brats! Feed them,
clothe them, but when
you need them…
Springtime,
I suppose
...

Sorry,
Got to
rush…

Today's episode:

Springtime

O.K., I'll do it alone…
The male plug… is to be
inserted into the
female plug…
Heh, heh...

Shame on you,
perverted mutt !!!
What do you take
me for, an easyto-get poodle
?!?

Hey!!!

ii...

kai

iI

nOw

Comin'!!
God help
me…

Uh-hem…
I'm busy right
now, honey
…

Springtime

©
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It's a real joy, working on
the gizmo today! Everything
is running smoothly... I
haven't lost a single file all
evening and it hasn't
crashed even once!
Unbelievable!

Done! And not much
slower than in the almost
forgotten yester-years
when we used to do the
accounts by hand! Mmm,
I could use some coffee
after a job well
done ...

Today's episode:

Sweet Dreams
Huh? Coffee?
For me?! How
nice of you!

Ssslurb... Yumyum, this is what I
call coffee!…
Hey, a butterfly!
A beautiful
butterfly!

Wait
a minute...
Something's
wrong here
…

And another one!
With lovely mottled
wings! And all the
flowers that
match…

Eh...
I should have
know…

PLOp. .
.

©
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Lunchtime!!! Come
right away!!!

Today's episode:

The Eraser

Dad?!?

HeY,
BuGger

Ii

Hiya, dad...
mom's calling...
We better...

Hey, Mom, get
some vinegar and iced
water! Dad has erased
the hard drive
again...!

Gee!...

CK
SMA

©

The Eraser
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This den is becoming
a major health hazard...
Yuck!!!... Slave away
your life, mamma!
Sweep it away !!!
I'm really sick
of this...
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Today's episode:

Megabug

... so Mrs. Dangle
next door was right...
Computers do carry
bugs and viruses
!!!!

Take
this, vermin
!!!

Whithout me,
this family would
be dead and buried
in litter... Sweep,
sweep, sweep
...

Look and
behold, kiddo at last a proper PC!
The new megamemory
chips are worth their
enormous price!

I don't get it...
I'm absolutely
certain I'd left
them here...
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